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Innovating your logistics for a better world

Combo Excelsior®: the New standard Foldable IBC for International Logistics
Safe, hygienic and efficient for food processing, cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries

The best logistics solution for maximised profitability
Outstanding performance

The Combo Excelsior® 1200 x 1000 standard footprint, 1000 L capacity and 3200kg
dynamic load ensure optimised payload in road and railroad transportation.

The Combo Excelsior® is strong and durable: its double
wall structure enables a 1500kg unit load and a stack
load of 8000kg (4 on 1). Maximum safety
when stacked full thanks to the T shaped
locking system between sides and ends
and the smooth double wall lid, selflocking, water-tight and featuring straps
locations.

The best folding ratio on the market: with only 341 mm incremental folded height,
7 folded Combo fit in a standard truck reducing reverse logistics cost and lowering
environmental impact.

Improved handling and labor saving
Easily erected and folded by one operator only: unique side
walls locking while erecting enable one operator to handle the
Combo Excelsior®. Non sequential folding saves time and labour.
Improved ergonomics and set up: the large easy to open and
self locking drop door on front combines easy operator access
zone while maintaining the panel strength thanks to it’s V shape.
Improved bottom discharge zone speeds up the liner and
valve set up and removal: larger access and easy connection
design for most valves on the market. Faster removal
thanks to easy valve release system.
Dustcover on discharge zone ensures maximised
hygiene during empty logistics and handling.

Automation friendly
The Combo Excelsior® is fully compatible with
most automated handling systems thanks to
its reinforced smooth base and 3 skids.

The most hygienic and safe foldable IBC
100% safe, easy to clean design from base to lid. No dirt or water traps,
bugs and needle contamination proof.

Reusable
and sustainable
With a minimised number of parts, its UV and deep frost
resistant material, the Combo Excelsior® is suitable for all
harsh industrial environment and can stay stored outside on long
time range. After its long service life, the Combo Excelsior® can be fully
recycled lowering your carbon footprint.

100% smooth and double wall sturdy design increases internal volume
and ensures compatibility with high speed filling processes.
Fork tine guides on base, strong three skids base and anti-slip plugs reinforce
safety and speed handling.

Customisation

Maintenance

Multiple identification and tracking options:
Logo and company name printing enhance brand
awareness. Multiple bar code label and RFID pockets
enable efficient fleet management.

All parts can be replaced maximising the life span of
the Combo Excelsior®.
Thanks to the patented close up bayonet fixing system,
the skids can be easily replaced.

Combo Excelsior®: Technical data
5602.200 - 1000 L - CE 265
Ext. (mm)
Int. (mm)
Runners (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Folded height (mm)
Stacked height (mm)
Folding ratio

1219 x 1016 x 1133
1142 x 935 x 943
1208 x 1005
90.0
341
1113
70.00 %

Mechanical performances :
Unit load: 1500 kg
Stack load: 8000 kg (4/1)
Dynamic load: 3200 kg (1/1)
Features :
• Solid walls
• Reinforced solid smooth base
• 3 runners
• Lid included

Lid: unique features

Durable double wall lid
100% smooth, water, dirt
and bug tight

Tamper evidence and
strapping option make the
Combo Excelsior® a real
safe for high value fluids
ingredients and cosmetics.

Overlapping the side
latches, the lid ensures
extra safety and
strengh to the IBC.
The lid can slide on sides
thanks to the angled end of
lip for improved ergonomics.

The lid features self locking
latches for easier handling
and extra safety.

Innovating your logistics for a better world

Internal step/lip
preventing walls form
bending inwards in
case of chock.
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www.schoellerallibert.com
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Easy stacking thanks to
centering blocks in corners
and center of sides fitting
in skids recesses.

